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The energy of the first excited state in the neutron-rich N = 28 nucleus 45Cl has been established via in-beam
γ -ray spectroscopy following proton removal. This energy value completes the systematics of the E(1/2+1 ) −
E(3/2+1 ) level spacing in odd-mass K, Cl, and P isotopes for N = 20–28. The results are discussed in the
framework of shell-model calculations in the sd-fp model space. The contribution of the central, spin-orbit, and
tensor components is discussed from a calculation based on a proton single-hole spectrum from G-matrix and
π + ρ meson exchange potentials. A composite model for the proton 0d3/2 − 1s1/2 single-particle energy shift is
presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Neutron-rich nuclei in the neighborhood of 44S have
attracted much attention in recent years. The question whether
the high degree of collectivity observed for 42,44S [1,2] is
due to a breakdown of the N = 28 neutron-magic number
or the collapse of the Z = 16 proton subshell gap at neutron
number 28 is much discussed in the literature [3–8]. The
vanishing of the Z = 16 subshell closure was inferred from
the near-degeneracy of the proton s1/2 and d3/2 orbitals in the
chain of K isotopes as N = 28 is approached [4,5,9].
Retamosa et al. [4] present an unrestricted shell-model
calculation in a valence space including the sd shell for
protons and the pf shell for neutrons. The evolution of the
E(1/2+1 ) − E(3/2+1 ) level spacing in the K isotopes was used
to phenomenologically modify the cross-shell interaction.
The authors predict the evolution of the E(1/2+1 ) − E(3/2+1 )
energy difference in the Z = 17 and Z = 15 isotopic chains
as neutrons fill the f7/2 orbit. At that time, the E(1/2+1 ) −
E(3/2+1 ) energy splitting was neither known in any of the
P isotopes with 20N  28 nor in the Cl isotopes above
N = 22. In the present paper, we complete the system-
atics of the experimental 1/2+1 − 3/2+1 level spacings in
the Cl chain. The contributions of the central, spin-orbit
and tensor components of the NN interaction to the evo-
lution of the energy splitting are analyzed to elucidate the
microscopic effects driving the changes in single-particle
structure. For this, single proton-hole spectra are discussed
in the framework of G-matrix and π + ρ meson exchange
potentials.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiment was performed at the Coupled Cyclotron
Facility of the National Superconducting Cyclotron Labora-
tory at Michigan State University. The 76.4 MeV/nucleon 46Ar
secondary beam was produced via projectile fragmentation of
a 110 MeV/nucleon 48Ca primary beam on a 376 mg/cm2
9Be target located at the midtarget position of the A1900
fragment separator [11]. The separator was operated with
0.5% momentum acceptance and a beam purity of about
99% was achieved. The 46Ar secondary beam was incident
on a 191 mg/cm2 polypropylene [(C3H6)n] target at the target
position of the S800 spectrograph [12]. The reaction products
were identified event-by-event with the spectrograph’s focal-
plane detector system [13] in conjunction with time-of-flight
information obtained from scintillators in the beam line.
Figure 1 shows the particle identification for the Cl isotopes
studied in this experiment. The energy-loss information from
the S800 ionization chamber provides Z identification (upper
panel). For a given isotope, the correlation between the
dispersive angle in the S800 focal plane and the time-of-flight
information resolves A (lower panel).
The magnetic rigidity of the spectrograph was centered on
the inelastic scattering of 46Ar off the polypropylene target (see
Ref. [14]). However, the momentum acceptance of the S800
spectrograph was large enough to allow a fraction of the one-
proton knockout residues 45Cl and the multi-nucleon removal
residues 43Cl to enter the focal plane as well. Only the tail of
the 45Cl momentum distribution was within the acceptance,
confining the present study to in-beam γ -ray spectroscopy.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Particle identification in the S800 focal
plane. The upper panel shows the energy loss measured in the ion
chamber vs. time of flight taken between two scintillators. The lower
panel shows for Cl isotopes the dispersive angle in the focal plane
measured with the position sensitive CRDCs vs the time of flight.
The target was surrounded by SeGA, an array of 32-fold
segmented, high-purity Ge detectors [15] arranged in two
rings with angles of 90◦ and 37◦ with respect to the beam
axis, respectively. 15 of the 18 SeGA detectors were used for
the present experiment. The high degree of segmentation is
necessary to Doppler reconstruct the γ rays emitted by the
reaction residues in flight.
The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows the γ -ray spectrum detected
in coincidence with 43Cl produced by multinucleon removal
from the 46Ar secondary beam incident on the polypropylene
target. The γ rays at 329(4) keV, 616(5) keV, 888(6) keV
and 1342(7) keV observed in 43Cl are in agreement with
transitions reported in Ref. [8] from 48Ca fragmentation at
60 MeV/nucleon. In addition, we see a γ -ray transition at
256(5) keV that would have been difficult to be detected by
Ref. [8] due to their fairly high detection threshold for γ -ray
energies (see Fig. 4 of Ref. [8] showing the γ -ray spectra of
43Cl and 45Cl detected with segmented Ge detectors of the
Clover type following fragmentation of 48Ca). The 1509(10)
keV γ -ray peak observed by Sorlin et al. [8] might correspond
to the decay of a state that is populated in the fragmenta-
tion of 48Ca but unaccessible by nucleon removal of 46Ar
projectiles.
The lower panel of Fig. 2 displays the γ rays in coincidence
with the 45Cl one-proton knockout residues. The 929(9) keV
γ -ray corresponds to the transition previously observed in
intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation employing a NaI
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FIG. 2. Event-by-event Doppler-reconstructed γ -ray spectra in
coincidence with 43Cl and 45Cl nucleon-removal residues produced
from an 46Ar secondary beam impinging on a polypropylene target.
array for γ -ray detection [16]. The existence of a peak at
773 keV is less clear. The dominant γ -ray transition in our
spectrum is found at 127(6) keV and is attributed to a transition
between the 3/2+1 and 1/2
+
1 states. Shell-model calculations
predict the ground state of 45Cl to be 1/2+ with the first excited
3/2+1 state at 74 keV. Our experimental result is in agreement
with this expected energy splitting between the 1/2+1 and 3/2
+
1
states and completes the systematics of E(1/2+1 ) − ¯E(3/2+1 ) in
the chain of Cl isotopes for 20N  28. This 127(6) keV γ ray
could not be observed by Sorlin et al. due to their high detection
threshold (see Fig. 4 of Ref. [8]). The evolution of the energy
difference in the chains of K, Cl and P isotopes for neutron
numbers from N = 20–28 is shown in Fig. 3 and compared to
shell-model calculations using the Nowacki interaction [10].
In our calculation, the protons are confined to the sd shell,
sd-shell neutrons are in the closed-shell configuration ν(sd)12
and the remaining neutrons occupy the fp shell. In this space,
48Ca has the configuration π (sd)12ν(sd)12ν(pf )8. In Table I
we give the sd shell occupation of the discussed 1/2+1 and
3/2+1 states in the Cl isotopes.
III. DISCUSSION
We first analyze the difference between the d3/2 and s1/2
proton-removal energies from Ca to K, 13, in terms of its
dependence on the interaction components. The experimental
values are given in Table II. The energies of the lowest 1/2+
and 3/2+ states in 47K give 13 = −0.36 MeV. The centroid
energy of the s1/2 and d3/2 strength from the 48Ca(e, e′p)47K
experiment of Ref. [19] is 13 = −0.29 MeV. Previous
comparisons (Ref. [6] and [9]) have used a value of 13 =
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the experimental 13 = E(1/2+1 ) −
E(3/2+1 ) energy splitting to shell-model calculations using the
Nowacki effective interaction [10]. The ordering of the 1/2+ and 3/2+
levels in 41P [17] and 45Cl has not been determined by experiment
and is assigned by comparison with calculations. The value for 43P
stems from Ref. [18], others from Refs. [8,19].
+0.29 MeV based on the older 48Ca(d,3He) experiment of
Ref. [25]. However, the  = 2 strength reported in Ref. [25]
TABLE I. Proton shell-model occupancies n for the lowest-lying
1/2+ and 3/2+ states in chain of Cl isotopes. The rather high and
constant d5/2 occupancy is an indication of the spherical nature of
these nuclei.
J π n(d5/2) n(d3/2) n(s1/2)
37Cl 1/2+ 5.91 2.07 1.02
3/2+ 5.93 1.12 1.95
39Cl 1/2+ 5.89 1.89 1.22
3/2+ 5.89 1.31 1.80
41Cl 1/2+ 5.86 1.90 1.24
3/2+ 5.86 1.54 1.60
43Cl 1/2+ 5.83 1.96 1.21
3/2+ 5.85 1.94 1.21
45Cl 1/2+ 5.85 2.22 0.93
3/2+ 5.91 2.36 0.73
TABLE II. Splitting between the d3/2 and s1/2 proton hole
energies 13 in units of MeV. The result for the G-matrix calculation
is decomposed into the central, spin-orbit and tensor contribution.
13 (MeV) 39K 47K 39K − 47K
“expt.”a 2.52 −0.36 2.88
shell modelb 2.75 −0.31 3.06
G-matrix total 3.66 −0.73 4.39
(central) 0.98 −1.28 2.26
(spin-orbit) 2.68 2.10 0.58
(tensor) 0.00 −1.55 1.55
π + ρ tensor [9] 0.00 −1.67 1.67
aE(1/2+1 ) − E(3/2+1 ).
bWith the Nowacki effective interaction [10].
could be either attributed to d3/2 or d5/2 and it was simply
assumed that all states except the ground state were of spin and
parity 5/2+. In Ref. [19] the value of −0.29 is based on new Jπ
assignments given in Table I of that paper, but it is not clear to
us if these assignments are firm. In the shell-model calculations
the lowest energy-spacing is −0.31 MeV compared to the
centroid energy spacing of −0.17 MeV.
In order to have a microscopic interpretation of the results
we have calculated the single-hole spectrum for protons from
a G-matrix potential [20] based on the Paris NN potential.
The results are given in Table II broken down into the
contributions of the central, spin-orbit and tensor components
of the interaction. It has been shown that the monopole
part of the G matrix is not so reliable [21–23]; therefore, it
is of interest how the individual contributions compare to
other calculations. The importance of the spin-isospin part
of the NN interaction has been pointed out in Ref. [24] for the
changes of the shell structure across the nuclear chart. It is
worth mentioning that the monopole part of the tensor force
has been shown in Ref. [9] to change the shell structure in
a unique and robust way across the nuclear chart. Table II
shows the effect of the tensor part of the present G-matrix
calculation and the tensor contribution as derived from the
one-π and one-ρ meson exchange tensor potential similar to
Ref. [9] for A = 40. One notices that the two tensor results are
remarkably close to each other. This is in fact an example of
the universality of the tensor monopole effect from its longer
range part as pointed out in Ref. [9].
The tensor part can be further examined by the d5/2 −
d3/2 spin-orbit splitting, 53, as shown in Table III. The
experimental energy is the energy centroid of the d5/2 hole
strength observed in 40Ca [25] and 48Ca [19]. The Nowacki
interaction results are again based on the (f7/2)8 neutron
configuration. (The centroid energy from the full pf-shell
model space is 5.76 MeV.) One observes a decrease in
the experimental spin-orbit interaction that, when compared
to the G-matrix calculation, is mainly attributed to the
tensor interaction, consistent with Ref. [9]. In fact, Table III
indicates that the result of the one-π and one-ρ meson
exchange tensor potential is in very good agreement with the
experiment.
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TABLE III. Splitting between the d5/2 and d3/2 proton hole
energies 53 in units of MeV. The result for the G matrix is
decomposed into the central, spin-orbit and tensor contribution.
53 (MeV) 39K 47K 39K − 47K
“expt.”a 7.5 4.8 2.7
shell modelb 7.4 5.92 1.48
G matrix total 3.94 0.84 3.10
(central) 0.00 −0.32 0.32
(spin-orbit) 3.94 3.86 0.08
(tensor) 0.00 −2.70 2.70
π + ρ tensor [9] 0.00 −2.78 2.78
aEnergy centroids from Refs. [19,25].
bWith the Nowacki effective interaction Ref. [10].
The absolute spin-orbit interaction obtained with the
G-matrix interaction in 40Ca amounts only for about 60%
of the experimental value (first column of Table III). It has
been shown that the spin-orbit splitting can be reproduced
by a microscopic calculation based on the UMOA method
from the bare NN interaction for 16O [26]. In this calculation,
more complex components are included but their effects are
renormalized in the conventional shell-model picture. The
three-body interaction has been shown also to contribute to
the spin-orbit splitting in light nuclei [27]. Thus, contrary
to the tensor force, the relation between the spin-orbit force
and the splitting remains to be clarified.
The Skyrme Hartree-Fock (HF) method can also be used
to calculate the central interaction contribution to 13 (this
is done by calculating the single-particle spectrum with the
Skyrme spin-orbit strength set to zero). The values from the
Skyrme SKX [28] HF calculation are given in the second
row of Table IV. The Skyrme results can differ from the
G-matrix values due to finite well and density-dependent (or
implicit effective three-body) effects. However, this HF does
not include the tensor contribution.
Taking all of these into account we might make a composite
model of the single-particle shifts based on HF for central,
G-matrix for spin-orbit (Table II) and π + ρ for tensor
TABLE IV. Splitting between the d3/2 and s1/2 proton hole
energies 13 in units of MeV compared to a composite model of
the single-particle shifts. The central part is obtained from the SKX
Skyrme HF calculation, the spin-orbit part is taken from the G-matrix
approach of Table II and the tensor contribution is based on the π + ρ
potential [9]. The spin-orbit contribution is scaled by a factor of 1.9
obtained from Table III.
13 (MeV) 39K 47K 39K − 47K
“expt.”a 2.52 −0.36 2.88
total 3.00 −0.43 3.43
(Skyrme central) −2.09 −2.75 0.66
(1.9 × G-matrix spin-orbit) 5.09 3.99 1.10
(π + ρ tensor) 0.00 −1.67 1.67
aE(1/2+1 ) − E(3/2+1 ).
contributions. The results as given in Table IV are in reasonable
agreement with experiment when the spin-orbit part from theG
matrix is scaled by a factor of 1.9 as obtained from Table III.
The need for rescaling the spin-orbit part is mainly due to
monopole effects only inaccurately taken into account. We
note that the monopole effect from the central potential differs
considerably between the G-matrix and SKX interactions,
which implies intrinsic theoretical difficulties. The relative
importance of the central and spin-orbit potentials cannot be
clarified in the present study, however, their combined effect
seems to be about half of the tensor monopole effect for 13,
while negligible for 53. A more precise evaluation of their
magnitude and interplay remains an intriguing problem. The
1/2+ proton (Nilsson) state, which is the highest K = 1/2+
of sd-shell origin, can be pushed up due to deformation. This
would result in a lower energy of the 1/2+ level in the observed
spectrum of the actual nucleus. This could occur more easily
as d3/2 and s1/2 come closer in energy (i.e., stronger mixing).
Thus, in this case, the “experimental” 13 would appear larger
than the pure single-particle effect. This point should be taken
into consideration more precisely in the future.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we report on the first determination of the
|E(1/2+1 ) − E(3/2+1 )| = 127(6) keV energy splitting in the
N = 28 nucleus 45Cl observed following the one-proton
removal from a 46Ar secondary beam upon collision with a
polypropylene target. The evolution of the energy splitting
is compared to shell-model calculations in the sd-fp model
space. Its dependence on the interaction components, central,
spin-orbit and tensor, is discussed for the chain of K isotopes
from calculations based on the G-matrix and π + ρ tensor
potential. A similar analysis is performed for the splitting
between the d5/2 and the d3/2 orbit where the experimental
determination of the location of the d5/2 single-particle
strength in P and Cl has to remain a challenge for future
experiments. The tensor monopole effect is seen as almost
the sole source of the change of the d5/2 − d3/2 spin-orbit
splitting, while the central potential shows a certain effect for
the change of the s1/2 − d3/2 spin-orbit splitting. The change
of the 1/2+ − 3/2+ splitting contains more uncertainties in
relation to single-particle properties and needs further studies.
In this respect, the present experiment can be a first step
towards a more comprehensive understanding of this region.
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